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Delta Sharing to Excel 
 

The Exponam.ConnectTM Excel Add-in brings Delta 
data directly to Excel 

Big data is not just for data professionals.  Cloud data is not just for engineers and 
technologists.  BIG DATA IS FOR EVERYONE.  With the Exponam.Connect Excel Add-in, business users 
and analysts can work with Delta data directly in Excel.   

 

It’s Easy:   

 If a user can create a filter in Excel, they can work with billions of rows of Delta Lake 
data 

 Business users work with data where they want it, in Excel.  No new applications to 
install or learn 

 There is no complicated set-up.  No ODBC connections or configurations 
 Delta Sharing Tables appear in the table view – Just select a table and start working 
 Users can also save millions of rows to a secure file for easy sharing, distribution, and 

archive 

 

It’s Powerful: 

 Create filters to easily pull 
down the current day’s (or 
week’s or month’s) data 

 Save filters and re-use them 
whenever needed 

 All the Excel functions users 
love –> v-lookups, pivot 
tables, charts 

 Unlock the power of internal 
and marketplace cloud data 
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Configuration –just select a .share file    Easy filtering and dynamic ranges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Exponam.Connect Excel Add-in is now in limited initial release.  To become a part of the limited 
release and receive AWS re:Invent 2022 preferred pricing, come see us at the Databricks Booth in the 
Venetian Expo Hall or contact us at info@exponam.com 
 
 

 
Exponam creates better ways to share, move, store, and explore data.  Organizations can use 
Exponam.Connect Add-ins and .BIG files with their existing technology architecture, to make large and 
sensitive data easier to access, faster to share, and cheaper to store.   

Exponam .BIG Files 
.BIG files are super-efficient for interchanging and moving data.  Time to egress 
and ingest large data sets is slashed from hours to minutes.  .BIG files are highly 
compressed (1/30th the size of other data files) enabling fast distribution and 
efficient storage.   

.BIG files are completely tamper-proof, their provenance is guaranteed, and 
lineage is maintained.  You can be confident that the publisher is genuine, the file 
properties are accurate, and the data is unaltered.  

 

Distribution to users is easy and secure.  .BIG files of any size (hundreds of millions 
of rows) are explored in the Exponam ExplorerTM, a spreadsheet viewer.  Instantly 
filter, sort, and find data without ever migrating the content.  Desired data is 
moved to Excel with a single click.   

Access data directly within MS Excel with the Exponam.Connect Add-in.   
System integrations include .Net and Java API, Command line interfaces, and 
JDBC. 

 

.BIG files are fully encrypted, ensuring that data is completely secure anywhere 
it resides, at rest, in use, and in transit.  Access is controlled via passphrase or 
public key authentication.   
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